
ADDENDUM A - SPLITTING FLEETS  
 
A.1.The fleet may be divided into four divisions, randomly drawn, based on the number 
of entries.  The determination of the divisions will be made by the referees and will not 
be grounds for redress.  The divisions may be randomly re-drawn each morning at the 
discretion of the referees. 
  
A.2.The referees will provide each boat with a colored streamer corresponding to the 
color of the division to which she is assigned for that day. While on the water, each boat 
shall at all times display the colored streamer corresponding to her division assignment, 
attached securely to the head of the sail, and shall not change the size of her streamer.  
It is the responsibility of the sailor to have their proper color streamer securely fastened. 
 
A.3.  Two division colors will race together in each of two separate race starts.  For the 
purposes of the Sailing Instructions, a “Race” is a race between two divisions, and a 
“Set” is a pair of scored races in which all divisions compete.  The order of races 
between divisions is shown below. 
 
A.4. If the last races of a “Set” cannot be completed before the end of racing on a given 
day, that “Set” will be completed first on the succeeding day. On the last day of racing, a 
boat’s score  
from races in an incomplete “Set” shall not be counted.  In other words, both races of a 
set must be completed for either race score to count. 
 

Schedule of Races  
 
SET ONE       Start (1a)  YELLOW DIVISION    and     BLUE DIVISION 

    Start (1b)  GREEN DIVISION       and     RED DIVISION 
 
SET TWO      Start (2a)  YELLOW DIVISION     and     GREEN DIVISION 

    Start (2b)  BLUE DIVISION          and     RED DIVISION 
 
SET THREE  Start (3a)  BLUE DIVISION        and     GREEN DIVISION 

    Start (3b)  RED DIVISION          and    YELLOW DIVISION 
 
SET FOUR   Start (4a)   GREEN DIVISION       and     RED DIVISION 

   Start (4b)   YELLOW DIVISION    and     BLUE DIVISION 
 
SET FIVE     Start (5a)   BLUE DIVISION        and     RED DIVISION 

  Start (5b)   YELLOW DIVISION   and     GREEN DIVISION 
 
SET SIX      Start (6a)    RED DIVISION         and     YELLOW DIVISION 

 Start (6b)    BLUE DIVISION       and     GREEN DIVISION 
 
REPEAT 
 


